DEI Committee Meeting Minutes
Feb. 7, 2020

In Attendance: D. Anbajagane, R. Clarke, C. Kurdak, J. Ogilvie, S. Simon, A. Wolfe, A. Bird (Notes), D. Amidei (Phone Guest), C. Nuñez (Guest), C. Raupp (Guest)

1. Review of the Minutes
   ● Committee approved previous week’s minutes

2. Initiatives for Improving Our Undergraduate Program
   ● Discussed adding imposter syndrome lecture to intro course
   ● Discussed streamlining sexual harassment reporting
   ● Discussed sequencing of courses for physics majors
   ● Discussed ways to attract women and minorities to department
   ● Discussed clarification of transfer credits
   ● Discussed possible future mentoring program

3. Upcoming/New APS Programs, Such as STEPUP, APS-IDEA, and EP3
   ● Committee reviewed APS programs
   ● Discussed implementing STEPUP in local community

4. Matters Arising
   ● CRLT workshop happening soon
   ● Creation of GSSA DEI position
   ● Responses needed for department climate survey